
 
 

 
 

It is with a great deal of enthusiasm that I submit my candidacy for president-elect of IBSNC.  I 
have been an active member and participant for nearly a decade, have served as a presenter at 
previously held IBSNC-sponsored conferences, and continue to work towards a more active 
organization.  During these years as an IBSNC member, and during my 23 years as an IB educator - 
as a teacher, a workshop leader and as a coordinator - my objectives have been consistent:  
 

● to build a large programme, be it a Diploma Programme elective such as Economics or a 
Diploma Programme itself, that reflects accessibility for all students 

● to build a quality programme that demonstrates success through strong IB scores and the 
awarding of IB diplomas 

● to build a programme that reflects the diversity of the school in which it is being offered 
 

These three objectives reflect my views on what an IB education has to offer to all students at all 
levels, and my belief that schools and teachers with appropriate support, training and 
understanding of the IB programmes can build successful programmes in every school. 
 

With those objectives in mind, as a candidate for the office of President-Elect of the IBSNC, I have 
a few specific goals that I would prioritize and work towards during my tenure, all of which will 
continue to build the inclusiveness, engagement and productivity of our organization for all 
member schools and all IB programmes.  Those goals are to 
  

● ensure that the IBSNC bi-annual meetings are always clearly structured with engaging 
activities for all four IB programmes, serving the specific interests of the community of 
coordinators and administrators that travel some distance to attend. 

● provide for all IBSNC members a voice in the planning of these IBNSC meetings so as to 
ensure that our member schools interests and needs are being met. 

● take advantage of the IBSNC’s resources and network to provide sound professional 
development for North Carolina’s IB teachers, coordinators and administrators. 

● provide support for candidate programmes as they maneuver the authorization process, 
newly authorized programmes in their early stages of development, and more developed 
programmes as they go through the re-authorization process. 

● Increase communication between IBSNC-member schools throughout the year, allowing us 
to share our expertise and collaboratively build stronger programmes. 
 

My experience in the International Baccalaureate is extensive and will help me achieve what I have 
offered as my objectives for the IBSNC.  Over the past 23 years as an IB teacher, trainer and 
coordinator, I have worked to achieve the above goals and for my own classes and my school-wide 
IB programmes.  Working collaboratively with all members of the IBSNC, I will do my best to 
promote those objectives for all schools across the state! 
 

Thank you for your consideration! 

Loren Baron 
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